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Zero-Aliasing Space Compaction of Test
Responses Using a Single Periodic Output

Bhargab B. Bhattacharya, Senior Member, IEEE,
Alexej Dmitriev, and Michael Gössel

Abstract—A structure-independent method for space compaction in

combinational circuits based on a new generic scheme is presented in this paper.

It is shown that a single-output compactor can always be designed for

compressing test responses of a circuit-under-test (CUT) with guaranteed zero-

aliasing. Test responses from multiple outputs are compacted to a single periodic

data stream. The compactor is independent of the fault model and can be

designed only from the knowledge of the given test set and the corresponding

fault-free responses. An additional response logic and a special code checker are

used to design the compactor. The same test set given for the CUT also detects all

multiple stuck-at faults in the response logic and almost all faults in the rest of the

compactor. Further, time compaction is also easily achieved. Since the design can

be accomplished without any information about the structure and functionality of

the CUT, it would be useful for testing embedded cores as their internal structures

may not be transparent to the users.

Index Terms—Space compaction, stuck-at faults, system-on-a-chip, testing.

�

1 INTRODUCTION

SPACE compaction of test responses is used to reduce the volume of
test data at the outputs of a circuit-under-test (CUT). A typical
response compaction scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The CUT is fed
with n inputs X ¼ x1; x2; . . . ; xn and its m outputs y1; y2; . . . ; ym are
compacted by a space compactor to a q-bit data stream, q � m. The
compaction ratio is defined as (m=q). For a single-output space
compactor (q ¼ 1), the compaction ratio becomes maximum.
Several techniques for designing space compactors are known,
e.g., structure-independent methods [2], [12], structure-dependent
methods [3], [4], [5], [6], and those based on coding theory [7], [8].
Other notable approaches appear in [9], [10]. For time compaction,
mostly multioutput signature analyzers (MISA) are used. A major
bottleneck in achieving high fault coverage under space compac-
tion is aliasing, which renders a compacted faulty response
indistinguishable from the fault-free response of the CUT. For
coding technique-based approaches, 100 percent fault coverage
and optimum space compaction cannot be guaranteed as the
specific structure of the CUT is not considered. On the other hand,
in all the previous structure-dependent methods, design of an
efficient space compactor can only be accomplished by analyzing
the response behavior of the CUT under the fault set, i.e., if the
circuit structure and the fault model are known to the test
engineer.

The use of embedded cores has emerged as a new paradigm in

designing complex system-on-a-chip. However, its testing poses a

new challenge [1]. Since an embedded core is often supplied as a

black box, tools like ATPG, fault simulator cannot be run on the

core. Therefore, the design of a suitable test response compactor for

cores needs special techniques to ensure zero-aliasing with a high

compaction ratio.
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